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ABSTRACT:During a conference held in April 2011, a bombshell was dropped that apple iPhone and 3G iPad were 
recording devices locations and; this led to interrogation of other phones and apps and proved to be extracting and 
recording location information that are stored somewhere [1]. This collected information is being stored in a database 
file named “consolidated db.” [2]. As mobile and other handheld devices connect and disconnect from mobile network 
anytime anywhere, we shall be posed with privacy threat. This flexibility no doubt is being caused in the process of 
accessing Location based services (LBS) among others. These LBSs are applications access on mobile network by 
mobile devices using their current locations appropriately. Basically, the idea is that, location systems track users 
automatically and collect sensitive information; such should be control against eavesdroppers as well as allowing 
access to services. For any LBS to be offered to a user, the location server has to be contacted directly or indirectly and 
therefore, preserving privacy of such information in the server, is worth researching. Our proposed research focus only 
on those LBS where user must reveal the user identity in accessing them. Our methodology does not guarantee absolute 
privacy as perfect privacy is impossible to achieve as long as communication takes place [3]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
As mobile and other handheld devices have the right to join and leave a mobile network anytime, anywhere; this make 
the devices and their network insecure which is worrisome[4]. This dynamic connectivity of devices could be caused 
by accessing Location-based services (LBS) among other things. These LBS could be seen as services that require 
location of mobile devices plus any other information in order to provide added value to the users [5]. According to [6], 
it is the application that utilizes geographic location. LBS are “services that can be accessed by mobile network and 
utilize the current location of the mobile device appropriately” [7]. These services are day by day exploding with the 
rapid increase in usage of smart phones and that becomes a standard killer app on many cell phones. Majority of these 
LBS have their own way of collecting and retaining detailed records of the location of consumers and combine these 
records with other information to build profiles revealing the details of consumers’ personal lives. These contribute in 
revenue generation to cell phone network operators and location-based service providers. Mobile network operators, 
due to their own nature of services rendered to public and private individuals, have to outsource third-party operator in 
the provision of LBS to users as their expertise is not solely on LBS [8]. For any LBS to be offered to users, the 
location server has to be contacted directly or indirectly. This Location information server (LIS) is typically a database 
that maintains mapping for each registered user who accesses it and provides information regarding the location of 
resources (i.e. mobile devices) that can be identified in the network. It is a server that gives a user summarized and 
customized results in line with his exact location information [9]. Since it receives user’s location and remains 
unprotected, therefore, it is susceptible to information leakage due to operator errors, system bugs or active attack [10], 
[11] and ultimately humiliates, embarrasses and tarnishes reputation unjustly [12]. However, for any location 
information that goes viral it may inflict a high degree of physical, economical, and legal damage to individual(Rohan J. 
Patil et al., 2015). Consequently, this database and the risks involved is worth researching. 
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So many researches have been done and a lot of architectural design, techniques, and policies had been proposed in 
ubiquitous computing environment with respect to protecting privacy in the Location Server, the more the research; the 
more issues that are uncovered. 
 

II. PRIVACY 
 
Historically, privacy could be dated back to 1361 which covers media, territorial, and communication & information 
privacy [13]. Privacy definition is ambiguous and elusive depending on the situation and context [14].  According to 
[13] it is right to be left alone, but [15] sees it as “control over information disclosure”. Generally speaking, these 
definitions give privacy a literal meaning. In Computer Science & Information Technology, it could be seen as control 
over disclosure of Personally Identifiable Information (PII). Since users move within ubiquitous (Ubicomp.) 
environment and interact with ubicomp systems, it seems difficult for them to know who, when, where and, how these 
devices expose their privacy.  According to a survey, users of smartphones by 2015 will reach about two billion [16]; 
confidently enough we can realize that one-third of the world population face privacy threat willy-nilly.  
 

 
 

Fig 1: user being tracked in ubicomp environment (Jacob and Preetha, 2013) 
 

A. Location Privacy 
It is same as data privacy [17], and is “the ability to prevent other parties from learning one’s current or past location” 
[18]. The moment user location is described with respect to time, it then turns to location information [19], and this 
forms a bedrock of our research.  
B. Location Information           Technology 
There exist technologies involved in collecting this information, ranging from hardware, software (application) and 
protocols. Some of these reveal location information as text-based while others map-based. We shall see them below: 
i. Cell Phone: This is the basic hardware technology close to user. As mobile device is put to on, whether user 
makes or answers call it discloses and updates location information to carrier’s database named Home Location 
Registers (HLR) in every 7 seconds [2]. The carriers have a choice in determining how to receive such information 
without users consent: - Network-based (Subscriber Identity Module) and Handset-based. To compute user’s location 
in network-based, SIM facilitates that through Base Station (BS) and; in Handset-based on Equipment Identity Register 
(EIR) attached to mobile station (MS) does that [20]. 
ii. Global Positioning System (GPS):It is a software technology within a user’s cell phone or Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDA) with satellite receiver that relies on satellite in computation of location-based latitude & longitude [2]. 
It gives scientific location and timing, and works under any weather condition as long as the device is outdoor [21]. It 
gives higher accuracy than other technologies [2], [22]. 
iii. Internet Protocol (IP): An IP is another technology in protocol suit that serves as an alternative to conveying 
location information when other technologies are unavailable [2], [22]. Devices connected to the internet to access 
location-based services or making internet call are identified when their IP is mapped to specific city around the globe. 
iv. Wireless Positioning: location of a device could be ascertained and stored through its access point. The issue 
to this is that high accuracy in revealing its location is impossible. 
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C. Parties to Location Information  
These are entities that either use location information for business purposes and/ or state security reasons. We only 
intend to give a brief account of how they retrieve device location.   
i. Cell Phone Manufacturer: Many smart phones possess in-build GPS that records user’s position in real-time. 
This position is in form points and are being sent to their database else somewhere. 
ii. Location-based App: They play their role at software level. They develop and market LBS app that uses 
device current location (i.e. Google latitude, loopt etc.).   
iii. Cell Phone Service Providers: They track user’s location who subscribes to their network.  Real life example 
is, Deutsche Telekom that recorded a German politician coordinate 35000 times in six months period [2].  
 

III. BACKGROUND REVIEW 
 

Privacy Aware Database is a policy that is based on third-party server in the name of location anonymizer. In this, 
mobile user location is collected, blurred and then forwarded to Location server [23]. The imposter will find it difficult 
to attack the location data during transmission to the server but, since the bedrock of this scheme was encryption-based; 
the server could be subjected to reverse engineering and consequently may lead to location information disclosure. In 
[19], vertical fragmentation is applied to the location server which isolates users’ personal information from the 
location information. On attack to the server, the third party may not link these two vital information let alone disclose 
it. The good side of this work was that user information is stored in the server through user’s smartphone or any 
handheld devices that must use Location-Area Identity (LAI). This LAI plays a gigantic role in determining his/her 
position, as it is the composition of the Mobile Country Code (MCC), Mobile Network Code (MNC) and Location 
Area Code (LAC). The downside of this technique is the inability to protect Location Service providers from misusing 
the information as they know how to interlink the distributed fragments. But in [24], user data and location information 
are separated into two different servers (Data Server and Index Server). The transformed and encrypted data and 
location details are kept in their respective servers, and authorized users are allowed to access record of any user 
through untrusted proxy server provided they possess decryption keys. We can boldly say that technique use here is 
similar to (Jacob and Preetha, 2013), but added data modification techniques to it which makes it one step further 
towards preserving client location privacy and compelled users to use proxy in accessing Index/Data Server to avoid 
direct contact with user device. This adds to computational and communication overheads. 
Dummy “Fake Users” [25] is a new technique aimed at breaking the problem of traceability link. It transforms location 
information of a user by adding noise to it and sent to the service provider (N-query but only one contain the true 
position of the user). The noise consists of false location called “dummy”, hence, the name of the technique. The 
provider sends a reply message to user (user only extracts the response that matches his true position and ignores the 
rest) [26].    
To protect device location privacy in wireless environment, [27] proposed a pseudonym technique aimed at changing 
device pseudonym at predefined time interval coupled with silent period to stop the device from signal transmission 
temporarily. Basically, silent period was introduced to thwart adversary from tracking signal and, user device can be in 
this mode anytime anywhere at random time. New id is obtained at resumption of communication [28]. There are 
location-based applications or services that forward user query only when his true identity was identified. Ideally, user 
device in this policy is PSIUM-Enabled, that allows promotions of latest product that are within the specified range to 
be received through N query [29]. Nearest ATM, Coffee shop, nearest Filling station and any other Point-of-Interest 
(POI) are all what the devices received as part of location services. The greatest advantages of this work are: users send 
N query to LBS instead of 1, in which N -1 queries are false. Secondly, during service access “Big Brother” might be 
confused in differentiating true from false query. The challenges of this work are limited to: high rate of transmission 
cost from LBSP and, an attack to server may reveal some vital information with regards to user coordinate. 
Preserving location information could be one of these three architectures: User-centric, Client-Server and Trusted 
Third-Party. In (C. Yu et al. 2008), the technique proposed was Trusted third-party and used the concept of cache. 
Mobile user instead, sends his query to an agent called location cloaker, it then conceals his coordinate and forwards it 
to LBS. LBS resolves the query and sends it back to an agent which sends it to user. For any request that was sent, an 
agent must cache it for future request. This limits the number of servers to have contact with other user location that 
their future request is in agent’s cache. Any attack on it limits the damage. However, location cloaker increases 
computational resources and power. 
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[8] Used trusted third-party technique but instead of cloaking, the author chose to encrypt the location data via mobile 
network service provider. Encryption as it denotes “Secret Writing” [30]. The art of concealing information using 
encryption technique alone is not preferable as it leads to suspicion [31] and unauthorized third party may be curious 
enough to try to decipher it. But in [32], the stored information in the server was degraded using Generalization and 
Suppression method, these retain less data in the server and remove some parts of it. With this, unauthorized party 
might see the data useless but affect data usability. 
There exist a technique in which a user contacts location server for LBS only if his/her local query could not be 
resolved through local response [33]. The idea behind this policy was that users operate in peers and their access to the 
server was limited; any peer can resolve a query locally (i.e. which was already resolved by server) to its fellow. This 
policy did not properly address privacy with respect to server but, rather reduces access to it. Similar architecture was 
proposed by (S. Leon, et al 2010) but the concept of K-anonymity was incorporated. A query goes to Anonymisation 
Server (AS), obfuscate it (i.e location coordinate) and forward the concealed request to server for LBS. The modus 
operandi in this proposal was that no user query would be allowed to pass through unless and until there exist K-1 users 
in his region or, otherwise expansion takes place in search of K-1 users requests. This greatly reduces network attack. 
With this scheme, user’s query will be temporarily suspended during expansion and, eventually get denial of services 
as long as his request does not satisfy k-1 user request. Hence, appraise the system unreliable. [34] introduced the idea 
of k-anonymity  in protecting location privacy. Their approach is that mobile user reports his blurred area to his fellow 
user containing his position and positions of  k-1 that is pseudonym-driven. Among k objects (mobile users), the target 
user is indistinguishable from other k-1 objects (mobile users) and the guarantee of user privacy is always 1/k. This 
idea is also applicable in data mining area. In Spatial cloaking, user location is perturbed through Anonymising Spatial 
Region (ASR) by a server called anonymizer. It then forwards the request to LBS and filtered the result back to genuine 
user.  k –anonymity is applied in ASR [35]. The good work in this policy is that during service request to LBS the 
location is uknown. But it poses privacy threat by allowing the anonymizer to keep record of user location. 
Instead of Trusted Third-Party architecture, [36] chose to propose K-anonymity using client- server architecture. 
Generalization and suppression was applied onto the database in order to preserve location information. Generalization 
is just a technique of replacing or recording values with unspecific symbolic values. Simply put, its a data distortion 
[37].  Mix zone is the idea of frequently changing pseudonyms for location privacy proposed by [18]. Here people 
(mobile users) only report their location to the server in certain regions, named “application zones”, where a location-
based service is offered, such as restaurant, pilling station or hospital. In the zones outside the application zones, users 
receive new unused pseudonyms. This strategy prevents  man-in-the-middle attack and linkability problem, because 
someone in the mix zone might be using it.  
In RADIUS, client issues an Access-Request that contains his/her authentication information to the server and the 
server processes the request locally if it recognizes the user; otherwise it acts as a RADIUS Proxy "or intermediate" by 
transmitting it to another server. The Radius Proxy in one direction, and then in the other. When the request arrives at 
the Radius server corresponding to the identification item, it validates or rejects the request by sending a packet type 
Access- Accept or Access-Reject. The main advantage of Radius is the decentralization of the authority of 
authentication and the deployment of relations between servers, by propagating information from one server to another. 
In this technique, the forwarding of authentication data between servers increases the risk of identity disclosure of the 
user at several levels of Radius Proxy by a third party who has taken control of an intermediate Radius server, or by a 
curious server administrator  who wants to read authentication data that are not destined to it [14]. 
MIST: Is a communication protocol that allows entities to identify and authenticate themselves in a pervasive space 
while preserving the user's privacy in their location. The drawback of this policy is that, user’s behaviour within the 
system can be observed by an intruder who is physically present in the ubiquitous space. [14]. In[38] authorized users 
are only allowed to use the services with the assistance of lighthouse, encryption and handlethat facilitates in separation 
of user identity from his location. 
[39] Proposed a technique that masks client true identity as well as true nature of his service request. One out of the 
request sent by a client is true and the rest are false. The beauty of this is that, third party and providers will find it 
difficult to detect the actual id and request. The shortcoming in this technique is that the service providers must keep 
true location coordinate and the result that were previously used. 
(Kurkovsky et al. 2013) proposed a mechanism that collects location information about its users by creating digitally 
signed location objects that encapsulate user location data and their privacy requirements. This model provides 
coupling of data when location information passed between multiple applications. Path confusion is the approach 
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propose by [40] where perturbation algorithm is use in gathering client location.  The algorithm cross path user area 
(users that are within same location or close to each other) and also cross path users moving in parallel with the aim of 
fooling and confusing an attacker from location inference.  
From the literature above, we can argue that only two authors have worked on LBS that requires user to reveal his 
identity but, provided insufficient technique to preserving locational data. Therefore, we propose an architecture that 
sufficiently shields user location information in LBS server. 
 

IV. OUR ARCHITECTURE 
 

Our proposed architecture is based on Client-server where, all users send their LBS request to the server without an 
agent (middleware/ Anonymous server) and the server applies the best suitable privacy technique. To impelement this, 
either of the following way could be used: implementation on the stored data at row, column or table level, and or on 
the entire database schema. MySQL Workbench 6.2 would assist us in achieving the desired goal. 

 
Basically, user accesses such LBS that is not pseudonym driven or does not work anonymously via his smart phone. 
His location detail will be transformed in Data Transition stage and goes to the server. On arrival to the server, second 
stage of transformation takes place in Data Replacement stage. This conceals the information in the server and, in case 
of external or internal attack, the data there is distorted and difficult to establish valuable information. Our strategy 
provide more privacy in the database in the sense that the, stages in preserving it is in two level (Transition level and 
Replacement level). 
 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Figure 3 (a) shows clear text of user location information extracted while accessing LBS before applying the privacy 
preserving technique.  In 3 (b), two columns szmob (device ID) and szcordinate (device cordinates) that were assumed 
to be very critical with regards to user’s location information were transformed on arrival to the server. The last figure 
3 (c) shows that the said two transformed-columns values were also replaced automatically with pre-defined auto-
generated random values.  
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             Figure 3  (a) 
 
From the figure 3(a), we can see that all the supposed informations(username, user address, cell phone number, 
current cordinate ponit at the time of access and the access time) required for LBS user to enjoy one or more LBS 
services were extracted by the server but, not save as they are. 
 

 
Figure 3  (b) 

 
From the figure 3(b) above, we can observed that the fisrt level of privacy was applied to a column called (szcordinate) 
that tracks and record user current cordinates. Another column (szmob) that tracks user cell phone number was also 
disguise  by removing some digits and replacing them with predefined digits. 
 

 
Figure 3  (c) 
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In the figure 3(c),  second level of privacy was applied to columns szmob and szcordinate respectively. In these two 
columns, replacement algorithm concept was used with pre-generated unique random numbers. These values in the said 
columns is what the server will store against each user location informations. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

We are now aware of the threat location information poses to every mobile phone user irrespective of whether he makes 
or receives call. Ideally, service providers are trustworthy; then who breaks into their server? Who will infer our 
information for economic gain? Can we trust them? LBS apps permeate into our daily life activities and we are 
unaware of the location and locating systems interacting with our cell phones. It is necessary to provide a privacy upon 
what our devices transmit in a pervasive environment. 
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